CGI OnCue360 is a mobile regulatory enforcement and field data collection offering that allows smartphones and tablets to capture information in real time.

**MANAGEMENT IN THE OFFICE**

*CGI OnCue360 delivers a simple yet robust web interface to schedule and manage all of your appointments.*

**Scheduling made easy**

With a powerful scheduling and routing module, CGI OnCue360 will increase productivity and reduce travel costs. Track route efficiency for your field agents and move scheduled appointments between personnel using drag and drop technology.

**Review and edit field data**

View results uploaded from the field including comments and photos collected during the visit. Modify data as needed. Report on flagged or failed data points.

**Custom workflows for each appointment type**

CGI OnCue360 contains a robust and dynamic workflow engine that allows proper execution of business process rules and operations. You can customize the workflow process to match your needs for every appointment type.

**CGI ONCUE360 FEATURES**

Listed below are some of the many features CGI OnCue360 offers:

- Custom schedule management for each field agent
- Scheduling engine that automatically optimizes routes to reduce mileage
- Map display of appointment locations and the optimized route for the field agent
- Custom letter designer and notification letter generation module
- Ability to record, track and modify field data results, electronic signatures, and digital photographs of deficiencies.
- Integration with external systems possible, eliminating duplicate entry
- Completely customizable and dynamic workflow engine to accommodate many different appointment types and processes
- Ability to perform appointment visits on mobile device, online or offline
- Available business process services.
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PERFORMANCE IN THE FIELD

CGI OnCue360 is a paperless solution that allows collection and manipulation of field data all from a mobile device or tablet.

Easy to use
Using the latest technology, a field agent can call their contact, get directions to the appointment, collect data, take digital photographs, and accept an electronic signature when completed.

Collect results
It’s extremely easy to pass or fail points of inspection or checklist items. The Item-level common phrases feature allow a field agent to quickly add related text to expedite data collection.

No signal? No problem
The CGI OnCue360 app also allows field agents to work offline where there may be no internet connectivity. When they have a signal agents can easily download their schedule and upload data in real time. With no signal they can still perform their work as needed and the app will attempt to upload when a connection is ready.

For scheduling and regulatory enforcement needs…
CGI OnCue360 is your solution. Schedule a demo today!

ABOUT CGI
Founded in 1976, CGI is one of the world’s largest IT and business consulting services firms. We help clients achieve their goals, including becoming customer-centric digital organizations, through high-end IT and business consulting, systems integration and outsourcing services combined with a unique client proximity model and global center of excellence network.

SEE CGI ONCUE360 IN ACTION
For a live demo of CGI OnCue360, contact: BPServices@CGIFederal.com

For more information about CGI, visit www.cgi.com